It Might Be TodaY
"I See Live People"
Week-after-week for the past seven years we have presented a
Prophecy Update.
According to estimates by scholars, somewhere between twothirds and three-fourths of the nearly 2500 prophecies in the Bible
have been fulfilled to the letter.
We therefore expect the remaining last days prophecies to be
literally fulfilled.
Since that is the case, we should be able to look at news and
trends in the world and see things lining up for their fulfillment.
I came across this headline: Google-backed Global Broadband
Venture Secures Spectrum for Satellite Network.
Excerpts:
A company based in Britain’s... Channel Islands and backed by
Google and the founder of satellite broadband trunking provider
O3b Networks has secured radio spectrum rights to build a loworbit satellite constellation to provide global broadband to
individual consumers, industry officials said.
The company, which... is registered... with the name WorldVu
Satellites Ltd., has picked up Ku-band spectrum initially planned
for use by a now-defunct company called SkyBridge to launch a
constellation of 360 small satellites for a global Internet service.
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It's that last phrase that is of interest to us: "a global internet
service."
Global internet, for everyone on the planet who has a device,
means we could all simultaneously see something streaming live.
Something just like that was predicted in the Book of the
Revelation over 2000 years ago. During the first half of the Great
Tribulation, God will send two witnesses to the earth to preach the
Gospel. They are indestructible until they are captured by the
antichrist and killed.
Then something happens:
Rev 11:8 And their dead bodies will lie in the street of the great
city which spiritually is called Sodom and Egypt, where also our
Lord was crucified.
Rev 11:9 Then those from the peoples, tribes, tongues, and
nations will see their dead bodies three-and-a-half days, and not
allow their dead bodies to be put into graves.
Rev 11:10 And those who dwell on the earth will rejoice over
them, make merry, and send gifts to one another, because these
two prophets tormented those who dwell on the earth.
Rev 11:11 Now after the three-and-a-half days the breath of life
from God entered them, and they stood on their feet, and great
fear fell on those who saw them.
Rev 11:12 And they heard a loud voice from heaven saying to
them, "Come up here." And they ascended to heaven in a cloud,
and their enemies saw them.
It would seem that everyone on the earth will, at least potentially,
be able to see this event. What an incredible prophecy for the
apostle John 2000 years ago, when only a handful of locals could
hope to see such a thing live.
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These Google satellites, or something like them, make this event
broadcastable live to everyone on the planet for the first time in
human history.
We won't see the resurrection of the two witnesses; at least, not
on-line. We will already be in Heaven to greet them when they
arrive.
Jesus will return imminently to resurrect the dead believers of the
church age, and that when He does He will also rapture living
believers off of the earth. We will be changed in a moment, in the
twinkling of an eye, and be transported to Heaven.
Are you ready for the rapture? If not, get ready, stay ready, and
keep looking up. Ready or not, Jesus is coming!
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